Scholar:____________

Goal Coach:__________

ACADEMIC GOAL
STEP 1: GOAL

My goal is…

What is an important goal that you
want to accomplish? Your goal should
be:
❏ specific
❏ measurable
❏ challenging, but possible

Noble
Purpose
STEP 2: IMPACT

This is important to me because…

Why is this goal meaningful to you?
How will you feel? Take a second to
imagine that.

STEP 3: OBSTACLE My Obstacle:
What is the main obstacle or
challenge currently preventing you
from reaching your goal? Why? Take
a second to imagine the obstacle.

Aligned
Actions
STEP 4: PLAN
What’s one effective action to tackle
the obstacle? Make a when-then
plan.

When: ___________________________________
Then I will: ________________________________
(my action)
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Scholar:____________

Goal Coach:__________

SPARK GOAL
A Spark goal could include a way that you could use your Spark, or a goal you have around an
Enrichment course, or a hobby/passion outside of school.

STEP 1: GOAL

My goal is…

What is an important goal that you
want to accomplish? Your goal should
be:
❏ specific
❏ measurable
❏ challenging, but possible

Noble
Purpose
STEP 2: IMPACT

This is important to me because…

Why is this goal meaningful to you?
How will you feel? Take a second to
imagine that.

STEP 3: OBSTACLE My Obstacle:
What is the main obstacle or
challenge currently preventing you
from reaching your goal? Why? Take
a second to imagine the obstacle.

Aligned
Actions
STEP 4: PLAN
What’s one effective action to tackle
the obstacle? Make a when-then
plan.

When: ___________________________________
Then I will: ________________________________
(my action)
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